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1. Introduction. A mapping f : X ^ Y will be said to be sequentially
quotient
provided that: a set // is sequentially closed (open) in У if and only i f / ~ ^ ( Я ) is
sequentially closed (open) in X.
The sequentially quotient mappings are the convergent sequence analogs of the
bi-quotient mappings of MICHAEL [8]. This is due to the equivalence of the notions of
bi-quotient mapping and limit lifting mapping of HAJEK [6]. The presequential
characterizations of sequentially quotient mappings contained in Theorem 4.5
indicate, quite clearly, the analogy between the sequentially quotient mappings and
the limit lifting mappings. Professor Hajek defines, in [6], a mapping f : X -> Y
to be limit lifting if: y^ -^ y in У implies there exists a subnet {y^} and Xß -> x in X
such that f{xß) = ур and / ( x ) = y.
It is the purpose of this paper to investigate this natural analog of a bi-quotient
mapping. In Section 2, a related concept is discussed to indicate the origin of this
class of mappings. Characterizations of sequentially continuous mappings, in terms
of inverse images, are presented in Section 3. The sequentially quotient mappings
are characterized and some of the properties of this class are presented in Section 4.
In Section 5, the main applications of this class of mappings are given, in the form
of functional characterizations of sequential spaces as domains and ranges of certain
mappings. There is also some discussion of examples to illustrate the results of this
study.
Although the mappings in this paper are not generally assumed to be continuous,
they will be surjections. The spaces are considered to be Hausdorff, with the exception
of the range in the proof of Theorem 5.2.
2. Preliminaries. The notions sequentially open (closed) subsets of a space, and
sequential spaces, introduced by FRANKLIN [4], are fundamental to this study.
FrankHn defines a subset Я of a space X to be sequentially closed provided that no
sequence in Я converges to a point in X — H. A sequentially open subset U (which
is the complement of a sequentially closed set) is one in which every sequence in X
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which converges to a point in U is eventually in U. A space X is defined to be sequential provided that every sequentially open (sequentially closed) subset of X is open
(closed).
The notion of a sequentially quotient mapping is the result of a study of an earlier
class of mappings, the presequential mappings [2].
A mapping/ : X -^ Y is said to be presequential provided that for each convergent
sequence {p„} in Y, with p„ -^ p, and {p„} not eventually equal to p, \j{f~ ^(p„) :
: n E N, Pn 4" p} is not sequentially closed.
The definition of a presequential mapping is somewhat cumbersome and misleading
with respect to its true significance. A meaningful characterization of presequential
mappings, in the class of sequentially continuous mappings, is presented in Theorem
4.2. In particular, a mapping is sequentially quotient if and only if it is sequentially
continuous and presequential. The presequential mappings have been used to establish
the following mapping theorems for two generahzations of paracompactness.
Theorem 2.1. [2] The closed continuous presequential
property (œ) has. property (со).

image of a space with

Theorem 2.2. [2] The closed continuous presequential image of a normal se
quentially mesocompact space is a normal sequentially mesocompact space.
In [3], an example is presented which shows that even if a mapping is perfect,
neither sequential mesocompactness nor property (ш) is preserved. The difficulty
arises in that some sequential constraint must be imposed on the inverse image of
a convergent sequence in order to assure that certain properties relative to availability
of convergent sequences in the domain are manifested in the range of a function.
Continuous presequential mappings provide a sufficient sequential constraint. Even
continuous perfect mappings fail to be presequential, as one can easily observe by
considering [5, p. 695] the space У = {0} u {i//i : n e N} with the usual topology
as a quotient of ßN. In particular, l e t / : ßN -^ У be the mapping defined by Дм) =
= 1/n for each n e N, and f{p) = 0 for each p e ßN — N. Then / is continuous and
perfect, but /~^({l/n : n e N}) = N. Since A^ is sequentially closed in ßN, f is not
presequential.
3. Sequentially continuous mappings. The notion of a presequential mapping is
independent of continuity. Since we do need some form of continuity, we recall that
a m a p p i n g / : X -> y i s sequentially continuous if for each convergent sequence {p„]
in X, p„ -> p, the sequence {f{p„)] i^ У converges to / ( p ) . In the folloving theorem
inverse image characterizations of sequentially continuous mappings are presented.
Theorem 3.1. The following

are equivalent for a mapping f : X -^ У

(a) / /5 sequentially continuous.
(b) / / и is sequentially open in У, then f~^{U)

is sequentially

open in X.
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(c) If H is sequentially

closed in У, then J

(d) If H is countable and sequentially
closed.

\H) is sequentially

closed in У, then f~^(H)

closed in X.
is

sequentially

Proof, (a) => (c) Let H be any subset of Y such that f~\H)
is not sequentially
closed in X. Then there exists a sequence {q„} i n / ~ ^ ( f / ) , such that q^ -^ q and q ф
if~^{H).
Then {f{qr)] is a sequence in Я such that f{q,)-^f{q)
and
f{q)^H.
Hence, Я is not sequentially closed.
(b) <=> (c) Consider complements.
(c) => {d) This is obvious.
(d) => (a) S u p p o s e / i s not sequentially continuous.
Then there exists a convergent sequence {x„} in X, with x„ -• x, and /(x„)-f->/(x).
We may assume that/(x„)4=/(x) for all neN. Suppose that some subsequence {/(x„.)}
of {f{x^] converges to a point у different from / ( x ) . Let Я = {/(A'„.) : П G iV} U
u {y}. Then Я is sequentially closed, so t h a t / ~ ^ ( Я ) is also sequentially closed in X,
Then X is in f~^{H), so that / ( x ) is in Я. But then / ( x ) = /(x„) for some index n,
which is contrary to assumption. Now suppose that no subsequence of {f{x„)}
converges. Since У is at least a Tj-space, every sequential limit point у of H, such
that у Ф H, is the limit of an infinite sequence in Я . Every infinite sequence in Я is
a subsequence of {/(^„)}. Since no subsequence of {/{xj} converges, Я contains all
of its sequential limit points. Accordingly, Я is sequentially closed, and by hypothesis
/ ~ ^ ( Я ) is also sequentially closed. Thus x is in f~^(H).
so t h a t / ( x ) is in Я, again
contrary to assumption. This completes the proof.
Clearly, for a sequentially continuous mapping, the inverse image of a convergent
sequence (with its limit) is sequentially closed. However, a simple example shows
that the converse is false. Let X — {l/n : n e N} и (0} and consider the identity
mapping on X with the usual topology onto X with the discrete topology.
4. Sequentially quotient mappings. In this section we combine the notions of
presequential and sequentially continuous mappings to obtain the sequentially
quotient mappings. Some of the properties and characterizations of sequentially
quotient mappings are presented also.
Lemma 4.1. If f : X -^ Y is sequentially
equivalent.
(a) / is

continuous,

then the following

are

presequential.

(b) For each non-sequentially
open subset of X.

open subset U of Y.f^^HU) is a

non-sequentially

(c) For each non-sequentially
closed subset of X.

closed subset H of Y.f^Uß)

non-sequentially
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is a

Proof. It is clear, without the assumption of sequential continuity, that conditions
(b) and (c) are equivalent, and that (c) implies (a). For the proof that (a) implies (c),
let f : X -^ У be presequential, and sequentially continuous. Letting Я be a nonsequentially closed subset of У, there exists a sequence {y„} in H converging to a point y
in Y ~~ H. Then y is not equal to any y„. Since the set Я ' = /~~^{{Уи Уг^ •••}) îs not
sequentially closed, there exists a sequence {x„.} in Я ' such that / ( x „ J = y„. for all
I e N and {x„.} converges to a point x in X — Я ' . Since the sequence {y„.} converges
to / ( x ) = y, X is not in f~'\li)
and {x„J is in Я ' , and so in/""^(Я). T h u s ^ \ Е )
is not sequentially closed in X. The result follows.
The contrapositive of conditions (b) and (c) of the preceeding lemma and condi
tions (b) and (c) of Theorem 3.1 clearly imply the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2. A mapping is sequentially
tially continuous and presequential.

quotient if and only if it is both sequen

A sequentially quotient mapping need not be continuous. This may be easily seen
by taking a non-discrete space X in which each convergent sequence is eventually
constant (for example, a well-known space of Arens). Then consider the identity
mapping of X onto itself with the discrete topology.
The class of sequentially quotient mappings does include many mappings of interest.
For example, we shall see (Theorem 5.2) that quotient continuous mappings defined
on sequential spaces are sequentially quotient. Also countable-to-one perfect con
tinuous mappings are sequentially quotient. This is because if {p„} is a sequence
converging to a point p in F a n d p„ Ф p for every n, then the set F = U { / Ч^Р«) •
: neN} vj/"'^(p) is compact metric, thus sequential. The restriction of / to F is
a quotient mapping and thus sequentially quotient. The set \j{f~^{Pn) '-neN} is
then non-sequentially closed in F, and so also in X. Thus / is presequential so also
sequentially quotient. The next theorem shows that the class of sequentially quotient
mappings contains all sequentially continuous mappings which are either sequencecovering or km-covering. In [9], a mapping f : X -^ Y is defined to be sequencecovering if whenever {y„] is a sequence in F converging to a point y in F, there exists
a sequence of points x„ е/"^(у„) for n G N, and x e/~"^(y) such that x„ ~» x. A map
p i n g / : X -> Fis defined, in [10], to be km-covering if for every compact metrizable
subspace L of F, there exists a compact metrizable subspace К of X such that

.m = L.
Theorem 4.3. (a) Every sequentially
sequentially quotient.

continuous sequence-covering

mapping

(b) Every sequentially continuous km-covering mapping is sequentially

is

quotient.

Proof. It is easily seen that every sequence-covering mapping satisfies condition
(c) of Theorem 4.1 and thus is presequential. With the additional assumption of
sequentially continuous, we have that the mapping is sequentially quotient.
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For (b), l e t / : X -> У be km-covering and also sequentially continuous. Letting И
be a non-sequentially closed subset of Y, there exists a sequence {y„} in H such that
y„ -^ y e Y — H, So {y, У1У У2^ •••} is compact metric. So there exists a compact
metric subspace К of X such that f{K) — {>', j^j, >'2, . . . j . Let x„ef'~^{y„) n К
for each neN; then x„€f~^[H) for each n. The sequence {x,,} has a convergent
subsequence {x„.}. So there exists a point x such that x„. -^ x; so also v„. = / ( A „ J -^
- ^ / ( x ) . Then f{x) = у and л ' ^ / " ^ ( Я ) . Accordingly, f~^(H) is not sequentially
closed and / is sequentially quotient.
The mapping of the real line R onto the quotient space RJN is sequentially quotient
but not sequence-covering.
Theorem 4.4. Л one-to-one sequentially continuous
quotient if and only if it is sequence-covering.

mapping

is

sequentially

Proof. By the preceeding theorem, we need only prove the "only if". L e t / : Л' -> У
be a one-to-one and sequentially quotient mapping. Let {y„] be a sequence in У
converging to a point y. We may assume that {y„} consists of distinct points. Let
x„ = f~^{yn) and X = f~^{y). Our claim is that x„ -> x. Suppose not. Then there
exists an open neighborhood G of x such that G does not contain infinitely many
points of the sequence {x„]. Let these points be denoted by the sequence {pi}. Then
f{Pi) = У h which converges to y. Since / is presequential, и{/~Чз^') • >'i "^ У} i^
not sequentially closed. So there exists a subsequence {/7,J of \j{f~\yi)
: yi Ф v}
such that [pi.} converges to some point p in X. Then f{pij) = yij converges to у
and f(pij) converges to f{p), so that f(p) = у and p = f~^{y) = x. But G is an open
neighborhood of x = p, so Pi e G for infinitely many / Since {/?/J is a subsequence
of {pi}, pi 6 G for infinitely many /; which is a contradiction.
Our next result will be of particular interest in that part (b) will illustrate the
essential difference between the sequentially quotient and the sequence-covering
mappings. The surprising fact that sequentially quotient mappings are not only the
sequential analogs of quotient mappings but also of pseudo-open mappings will
be seen in part (c) of the following result. This is because it is known and easily seen
that a mapping/is pseudo-open if and only if for each peel (Я), there exists a point q
in f~^{p) n с1(/~^(Я)). Part (b) is the direct translation of Hajek's definition of
limit Hfting mappings to convergent sequences.
Theorem 4.5. For a sequentially
are equivalent.

continuous mapping f : X -^ У, the following

(a) / is sequentially quotient.
(b) For each convergent sequence {p„] in У, with p„ -> p, there exists a convergent
sequence {^J in X such that q^ ef~^(p„^, for some subsequence {p„.}, and [^,}
converges to some q ef~^{p).
(c) For each p in the sequential closure of a subset H of У, there exists a point
q ef~^{p) such that q is in the sequential closure
off~^(H).
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Proof, (a) =^ (b) Let {p„] be a convergent sequence in У, say p„ -• p. If {/?„} is
equal to p for any cofinal subset, we are finished. Suppose p„ 4= p, for each n e N.
Then {p„ : n e N} is not sequentially closed. Since / is presequential, [j{f~^{Pn)
:nGN} is not sequentially closed. S i n c e / is sequentially continuous, \J{f~^{p„)
: n e N] Kj f~ ^{p) is sequentially closed. Thus, there is a sequence {tf^} in \j{f~^{p„)
: neN} that converges to some point qef~^(p).
For each neN, f~^{pn) is se
quentially closed. Thus for each n G N there are at most a finite number of points
from the sequence [ti,} which belong to/~^(/7„). Then there exists an infinite number
of indices n^- e A^, such that if, е/~^(р„.), for some к e N. For each i E iV, let ^^ be any
term from the sequence {ti,} that belongs to f~^{Pn^- Then {qi} is a subsequence
of { r j , and thus q^ -^ q ef~ \p).
(b) => (c) Let p be in the sequential closure of a subset H of Y. U p e H, we are
finished. Suppose p ф H. Then there exists a sequence {p„} in H such that p„ -• p.
Let {qi} be a sequence in X such that qi^f'^iPn,)
for some subsequence {p„.},
and {^,} converges to qef~\p).
Since q^ef~\H),
for each / G AT and
q^-^qe
ef~^(p), we have a point q e f~\p) such that g is in the sequential closure of/~^(Я).
(c) => (a) It suffices to show that the sequentially continuous mapping satisfying
(c) is presequential. Suppose/is not presequential. Then there exists a non-sequentially closed subset H of У such t h a t / ~ ^ ( H ) is sequentially closed in X. Let p be a point
in the sequential closure of H such that рфН. Since/~^(Я) is sequentially closed
and f~^{p) r\ f~\H) = 0, there does not exist qef~^{p)
such that q is in the
sequential closure of/~^(Я). This completes the proof.
Now that we have seen that sequentially quotient mappings have a similarity to
pseudo-open mappings, our next result that this class of mappings is hereditary will
not come as a surprise. This is because ARHANGELSKII [1] has shown that the pseudoopen continuous mappings are precisely the hereditarily quotient mappings. Recall
that a class of mappings is said to be hereditary if whenever/ : X -> У is in the class,
then for each subspace Я of У, the restriction of/ t o / ~ ^(Я) is in the class.
Theorem 4.6. Sequentially
quotient.

quotient

mappings

are hereditarily

sequentially

Proof. Let / : X -> У be a sequentially quotient mapping, and let Я be any
subspace of У. Clearly the restriction o f / t o / ~ ^ ( Я ) is sequentially continuous. Let T
be any non-sequentially closed (in Я) subset of Я . Then there exists a sequence {p„}
in Г such that Pn -^ p and pe H — T. Since {p„ : ne N} ^ {p} is sequentially closed
in У and / is sequentially continuous, [j{.f~^(Pn) '• ri eN} of~^{p) is sequentially
closed in X. Since \j{f~^{p„) : n G N} is not sequentially closed in X, some sequence
ill (J{f~^{Pn) '• ^^^ ^] rnust converge to some point in f~\p).
Since f~^{p) <=
czf'\H\
\j{f~\Pn)'neN}
is not sequentially closed in f~\H).
Thus, the
inverse-image of Tunder the mapping/|у-1(я) is not sequentially closed i n / " ^ ( Я ) .
Hence, the restriction o f / t o / " * ( Я ) is presequential. This completes the proof.
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5. Functional characterizations of sequential spaces. The first two results in this
section characterize sequential spaces as those which are domains for mappings
with certain properties.
Theorem 5.1. [7] A space X is sequential if and only if each sequentially
tinuous mapping on X is continuous.

con

Theorem 5.2. A space X is sequential if and only if each quotient^) mapping on X
is sequentially quotient.
Proof. Let X be sequential, and l e t / : X -> 7 b e any quotient mapping. Then Y
is sequential [4]. Let U be any non-sequentially open subset of Y. Then U is not open
and f~^(U) is not open. Since X is sequential,/"^(C/) is not sequentially open in X.
Conversely, suppose X is not sequential. Let Я be a sequentially closed subset oï X,
which is-not closed. Consider the mapping f : X -^ 7, where Y — {O, 1}, defined
by f{x) = 0 if X e Я, and / ( x ) = 1 if x e X — H. Let У have the quotient topology
induced b y / . Since/~^({l}) = X — H is not open, {1} is not open in У. Thus, the
constant sequence 0 converges to 1. Accordingly, the set {0} is not sequentially
closed, but/~^({0}) is sequentially closed. H e n c e / i s a quotient mapping on X that
is not sequentially quotient. This completes the proof.
We do not know whether the above result is true for Hausdorff range spaces.
The remaining theorems in this section characterize sequential, FRÉCHET [4], and
countably bi-sequential spaces as those which are range spaces of mappings with
certain properties. The following two concepts may be found in [9]. A countably
bi'Sequential space X may be defined (or characterized) by the property: Whenever
{A„ : n e N } is a decreasing sequence of sets in X and x is a point which is in the
closure of each Л,„ then for each n e N, there exists an x„ e A„ such that the sequence
x„ -^ X. A mapping f : X -^ 7 is countably bi-quotient if for each v in Y and for
each increasing open covering {(7„ : n e N} of/~^(>') there exists an n such that
y G Int {f(U„)). The following results extend some of the theorems contained in [9]
and [10]. However, the sequentially quotient mapping concept seems to be par
ticularly nice since it yields both domain and range characterizations, while for
sequence-covering and km-covering mappings only range characterizations have
been obtained.
Theorem 5.3. A space Y is sequential if and only if every sequentially
continuous mapping onto Y is quotient.

quotient

Theorem 5.4. A space Y is Fréchet if and only if every sequentially
mapping onto Y is pseudo-open,^)

quotient

Theorem 5.5. A space Y is conutably bi-sequential if and only if every
quotient mapping onto Y is countably
bi-quotient.^)

sequentially

^) A quotient mapping is understood to be also continuous.
) Continuity is not taken as part of the definition of pseudo-open nor countably bi-quotient.
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P r o o f of Theorem 5.3. For the "only if", it is easily verified that for a sequentially
quotient (not necessarily continuous) mapping onto a sequential space, the inverseimage of every non-open set in the range is a non-open set in the domain. Assuming
also continuity, we then have a quotient mapping. For the converse, let У be a space
for which every sequentially quotient continuous mapping onto Y is quotient. Let /
be the identity mapping of s[Y) onto Y, where s(Y) is the discrete union of all con
vergent sequences (with Hmit) in У. Then / is sequentially quotient, since / is in fact
sequence-covering. Thus / is quotient, and since s(Y) is a metrizable space, У is
sequential. The proof here is identical to that in [9].
P r o o f of Theorem 5.4. The "if" is similar to the case of Theorem 5.3. We will
prove the "only if". L e t / : Z -> У be sequentially quotient with У being a Frechet
space. Let j ; be a point of У, and U an open neighborhood of f~^(y) in X. We will
show that у E lntf{U). If not, then у e c\(Y — f{U)). So there exists a sequence {y„]
in У — f{U) which converges to y. The sequence {>'„} is not sequentially closed.
So /~'({>^;,}) is not sequentially closed. Thus there is a sequence {x„.} in/~^({>'„})
such that / ( A ' „ J = y„^ and x„^ -> x, where x ф/~\{у„}У So y„,. = f{xj -> f{x) =
— y. So X is in/~^(>^) с и. So there exists an index / such that x„. is in U. Then
Ущ = f{^n^^'f{U)^ which yields a contradiction.
P r o o f of Theorem 5.5. Let / : X -> У be sequentially quotient with У being
countably bi-sequential. Let у be a point of У and let {U„ : n e N} be an increasing
open covering o f / ~ ^ ( y ) in X. We will show that there exists an n such that ye
eInt/((7„). If not, then for each neN, v G cl (У -/(L/„)). Since {Y - f{U„)} is
a decreasing sequence of sets, for each n there exists a point y„ in У — f{U„) such
that j'„ -^ y. Then the sequence {y„} is not sequentially closed, so that/~^({з^„}) is
not sequentially closed. Continuing as above we again obtain a contradiction.
We have already presented an example of a perfect continuous mapping which is
not sequentially quotient. Examples of mappings satisfying various properties may
be found in [9], and also may be easily constructed by using the method of Theorem
5.3. For example, a mapping which is sequentially quotient, in fact, sequencecovering, and quotient (and continuous), but not pseudo-open, may be most easily
obtained by choosing У to be any space which is sequential but not Frechet, and
letting/ be the natural mapping of S(Y) onto У
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